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The plant sterol guggulsterone attenuates inflammation and immune dysfunction in murine models of inflammatory bowel disease
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Abstract

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) are chronic inflammatory and relapsing diseases of the gut that may manifest as either Crohn’s disease (CD) or ulcerative colitis (UC). CD and UC are immunologically different diseases characterized by exacerbated Th1 and Th2 response. T-cell resistance against apoptosis contributes to inappropriate T-cell accumulation and the perpetuation of chronic mucosal inflammation. In the present study we have investigated the effect exerted by guggulsterone (GS) a plant derived steroid isolated from the gum resin of the Commiphora mukul tree, in two models of intestinal inflammation induced in mice by trinitro-benzene sulfonic acid (TNBS) and oxazolone. We provided evidence that E-GS protects mice against development of sign and symptoms of colon inflammation. E-GS effectively attenuated the severity of wasting disease and the fecal score and colon inflammation as assessed by measuring the macroscopic- and microscopic-damage scores. Administration Z-GS failed to ameliorate colon inflammation in TNBS-induced colitis and had a partial effect in oxazolone-induced colitis. In vitro, mechanistic studies carried out using CD4+ cells isolated from the intestinal lamina propria demonstrate that GS effectively regulates the function of effector T cells by modulation cell signaling activation pathway caused by CD3/CD28. The net biological effects resulting from exposure to GS includes attenuation of generation of Interleukin-2 and -4 and interferon-γ as well as T cell proliferation. In conclusion, GS as an anti-inflammatory compound with the capacity to prevent and ameliorate T-cell-induced colitis. These data ground the use of GS, a natural cholesterol-lowering agent, in the treatment of chronic inflammatory diseases.
1. Introduction

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic progressive and destructive disorder of the gastrointestinal tract that may manifest as either Crohn’s disease (CD) or ulcerative colitis (UC) [1-4]. There is circumstantial evidence to link the pathogenesis of IBD to a dysfunctional interaction between bacterial *microflora* of the gut and the mucosal immune system. The normal state of immunologic tolerance to microbial antigens in the gastrointestinal tract is disturbed either by the presence of a dysregulated mucosal effector T cell population that overreacts to usual microbial antigens or, alternatively, by the presence of a defective mucosal Treg cell population that under-reacts to usual microbial antigens such that even normal effector T cells are not properly modulated [5].

CD and UC are immunologically different diseases. Indeed, CD bears all the stigmata of an exaggerated CD4+ T helper (Th)1 cell response, characterized by high interferon (IFN)-γ and interleukin (IL)-12, whereas, in UC, the mucosal immune response is dominated by the production of IL-5 and IL-13 [6,7]. Several factors have been implicated in the unrelenting mucosal inflammation of IBD, prominent among them being the presence of a persistently elevated number of activated T cells in the mucosa of CD and UC patients. These T cells display various defects of proliferation and apoptosis, and these abnormalities are credited with directly contributing to the pathogenesis of IBD [8]. Thus, therapeutic approaches inhibiting T cell proliferation such as steroids, azathioprine/6-MP, calcineurin inhibitors and anti-IL2 and IL-2 receptor or drugs inducing T cell apoptosis such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and CD3 monoclonal antibodies and anti-cytokines
strategies (IL-6 and IL-12) responsible of inhibition of apoptotic pathway in T cells, are effective in treating CD and UC [9-14].

Guggulsterone (GS) [4,17(20)-pregnadiene-3,16-dione] is a plant derived steroid isolated from the gum resin of the Commiphora mukul tree, termed guggulipid, extensively used in the Ayurvedic medicine to treat conditions associated with inflammation such as hyperlipidemia, obesity, and arthritis [15-18]. The active substances in guggulipid are the pregnane plant sterols cis-guggulsterone (E-GS) and trans-guggulsterone (Z-GS). GS has anticancer potential as indicated by its ability to suppress the proliferation of a wide variety of human tumor cell lines. GS as also been shown to induce apoptosis and reverse chemoresistance [20-23]. The activity of GS has been suggested to be mediated by antagonism of metabolic nuclear receptors [24]. The two stereoisomers of the plant sterol, bind to the farnesoid-x-receptor, the mineralocorticoid receptor, the androgen, the glucocorticoid and progesterone receptors at nanomolar concentrations. However, in cell-based functional cotransfection assays, GSs behave as an antagonist for all these receptors [24]. Agonist activity has been demonstrated for the pregnane-x-receptor and was also demonstrated with estrogen receptor alfa, however the potency is very low [24]. GS exerts potent anti-inflammatory effects by suppressing the activation of the transcription factor NF-kappa B in response to different pro-inflammation mediators including TNFα and IL-1β [23-25].

Here, we report that GS was effective in reducing inflammation in two rodent models of colitis in mice. We demonstrated that GS reduced colonic inflammation and suppressed the mediators of adaptive immunity. Mechanistic
studies carried out using CD4+ cells derived from intestinal lamina propria demonstrate that GS effectively regulates the function of effector T cells.
2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Animals:

BALB/c and SCID mice, 8–10 weeks of age, were obtained from Harlan Nossan (Udine, Italy). Mice were housed under controlled temperatures (22°C) and photoperiods (12:12-hour light/dark cycle). The mice were allowed unrestricted access to standard mouse chow and tap water. They were allowed to acclimate to these conditions for at least 5 days before inclusion in an experiment. Protocols were approved by the University of Perugia Animal Care Committee.

2.2. Reagents

Purified myeloperoxidase (MPO), tri-methylbenzidine, dichlorofluorescin diacetate, trinitro-benzene sulfonic acid, oxazolone and Z-guggulsterone were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Milan, Italy). E-guggulsterone were purchased from Steraloids (Newport, R.I.)

2.3. Experimental Procedures

2.3.1. Induction of Colitis

Mice were lightly anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 100 μl of ketamine/xylazine solution (Mix 0.6 ml of ketamine, 100 mg/ml, 0.4 ml of xylazine, 20 mg/ml and 4 ml of saline) per 10 g body weight and then administered intrarectally (i.r.) with the haptenating agents: TNBS (1 mg/mouse) or oxazolone (1.5 mg/mouse) dissolved in ethanol 50%, via a 3.5 French (F) catheter equipped with a 1-ml syringe. The catheter was advanced into the rectum for 4 cm and then the haptenating agent was administered in a total volume of 150 μl. To ensure distribution of the agent within the entire colon and cecum, mice were held in a vertical position for 30 seconds. Control mice were administered by an ethanol solution using the same technique. GSs were dissolved each day in 100 mM DMSO, diluted in methylcellulose 1% and administrated intraperitoneally at the final volume of 200 μL/mouse. TNBS/oxazolone group mice received the vehicle alone (1% methylcellulose in a final volume of 200 μL/mouse) every day. In a further set of experiments nive were administered prednisolone 10
mg/kg/day i.p. In all protocol studies, mice were monitored for the appearance of diarrhea, loss of body weight, and overall mortality. Five days after TNBS/oxazolone administration, surviving mice were sacrificed, colons were removed and immediately snap-frozen on liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until use. The macroscopic appearance was analyzed considering the presence of indurations, edema, thickness and evidence of mucosal hemorrhage. Grading was performed in a blinded fashion.

2.3.2. Histological Grading of Colitis

For histological examination, tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin phosphate, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Histology images were captured by a digital camera (SPOT-2; Diagnostic Instruments Inc, Burroughs, MI) and analyzed by specific software (Delta Sistemi, Rome, Italy). The degree of inflammation on microscopic cross sections was graded semiquantitatively from 0 to 4 (0, no signs of inflammation; 1, very low level; 2, low level of leukocyte infiltration; 3, high level of leukocyte infiltration, high vascular density, and thickening of the colon wall; and 4, transmural infiltration, loss of goblet cells, high vascular density, and thickening of the colon wall). Grading was performed in a blinded fashion.

2.3.3. Real-Time PCR

Quantization of the expression level of selected genes was performed by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). Total RNA were obtained from small colon pieces (50 mg) and isolated with TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Milan, Italy), incubated with DNase I and reverse-transcribed with Superscript II (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer specifications. For real-time PCR, 100 ng of template was used in a 25-µl reaction containing a 0.3 µM concentration of each primer and 12.5 µl of 2x SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). All reactions were performed in triplicate using the following cycling conditions: 2 min at 95°C, followed by 50 cycles of 95°C for 10 s and 60°C for 30 s using an iCycler iQ instrument (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The mean value of the replicates for each sample was calculated and expressed as cycle threshold (Ct). The amount of gene
expression was then calculated as the difference ($\Delta C_T$) between the $C_T$ value of the sample for the target gene and the mean $C_T$ value of that sample for the endogenous control (GAPDH). Relative expression was calculated as the difference ($\Delta\Delta C_T$) between the $\Delta C_T$ values of the test and control samples for each target gene. The relative level of expression was measured as $2^{-\Delta\Delta C_T}$. All PCR primers were designed using the software PRIMER3-OUTPUT using published sequence data obtained from the NCBI database.

Mouse primers were as follows:

mGAPDH: CTGAGTATGTGTCGTGGAGTCTAC and GTTGGTGGTGAGGATGCAATTG;
mIL-2: AACTCCCCAGGATGCTCAC and CGCGAGGATCCAGTTCATC;
mIL-4: CCTCACAGCAACGAAGAACA and ATCGAAAAGCCCGAAAGAGT;
mIL-6: CCGGAGAGGAGACTTCACAG and TCCACGATTTCCAGAGAAG;
mIL-10: GCTGGACAACATACTGCTAACC and CTGGGGCATCCTCTACTCA;
mINFγ: GCGGCATTGGAATACACCTG and GACCTGTGGGTGTGACT;
mTNFa: ACGGCATGGGTCTCAAGAGC and GTGGGTGAGGAGCGACGTAGT;
mTGFβ: TGGCTTCAGCTCCACAGAG and TGGTGTAGGGCGAAGGAC.

2.4. Purification of colon lamina propria CD4+ cells

Colonic lamina propria T cells were isolated from colon mice (N=10) as previously described [26]. In brief, after excision of all visible lymphoid follicles, colons were washed in calcium- and magnesium-free HBSS and treated with 1 mM EDTA in PBS for 20 min to remove the epithelium. The tissue was then digested with type IV collagenase (Sigma) for 20 min in a shaking incubator at 37°C; this step was repeated twice. The released cells were then layered on a 40%-100% Percoll gradient (Pharmacia, Upsala, Sweden) and spun at 1,800 rpm to obtain the leukocyte-enriched population at the 40%-100% interface.

An enriched lamina propria CD4+ T-cell population was obtained by negative selection with magnetic beads (magnetic-activated cell sorting [MACS]; Miltenyi
Biotech, Auburn, CA). The purity of the cell preparations (>95%) was determined by flow cytometry (Coulter Epics XL; Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA). LAMINA PROPRIA CD4+ T cells were then suspended in complete medium (RPMI 1640, 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 3 mmol/L L-glutamine, 10 mmol/L HEPES buffer, 10 μg/mL penicillin, 100 U/mL streptomycin, and 0.05 mmol/L 2-mercaptoethanol) and cultured at a concentration of 2 × 10^6 cells/ml.

2.4.1. Cytokine production and T cell proliferation

Lamina propria CD4+ T cells were obtained from mice 5 days after TNBS or oxazolone administration. The cells were placed for 48 hours into uncoated culture wells (to measure production by unstimulated cells) or into wells containing immobilized murine anti-CD3ε 5 μg/mL MAb (clone 145-2C11; Pharmingen) and 5 μg/mL soluble anti-CD28 antibody (clone 37.51; Pharmingen) alone or in combination with GS (10μM). At the end of incubation culture supernatants were harvested and assayed for cytokine concentration by specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits from Biosource (Invitrogen, Milan, Italy). For assessment of cell proliferation cells were pulsed for 6 h with [H³] thymidine (0.5 μCi/well), harvested on glass fiber filters and radioactivity counted (in cpm) by a liquid scintillation system.

2.5. Measure of pJNKS, pP38 and pAKT(ser473) activity

Lamina propria CD4+ T cells were obtained from mice sacrificed 5 days after TNBS or oxazolone administration. The cells (2 × 10^6 /mL) placed for into uncoated culture wells (naive cells) or into wells containing immobilized murine anti-CD3ε 5 μg/mL mAb (clone 145-2C11; Pharmingen) and 5 μg/mL soluble anti-CD28 antibody (clone 37.51; Pharmingen) alone or in combination with GS (100-10 μM). GS, were prepared freshly in 10mM DMSO and subsequentially serial dilution were made in complete medium. Cells were harvested at pre-specified time points and JNKs1/2 (pThr183/Tyr185), p38MAPK(pTyr180/182) and pAKT(ser473) determination by specific enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay kits from Biosource (Invitrogen, Milan, Italy). The data were represented μg of protein.
2.6 Measurement of apoptosis and reactive oxygen species by T cells

The percentage of apoptotic nuclei of lamina propria CD4+ T cells incubated with GSs was assessed by using the propidium iodide (PI) technique [27] using a flow cytometer (Coulter Epics XL).

Generation of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) was measured by loading the cells with the fluorogenic probe dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA). DCFH-DA is deacetylated in cells, where it can react quantitatively with intracellular radicals, mainly H$_2$O$_2$, to be converted to its fluorescent product, 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein, which is retained in the cells and thus provides an index of cell cytosolic oxidation. At the end of the incubation periods, 20 μmol/L of DCFH-DA was added for 30 minutes at 37°C, and analyzed by using a flow cytometer. The results were expressed as delta of increase of mean fluorescence intensity compared to cells treated with anti-CD3 anti-CD28 alone.

2.7. Flow cytometric measurement of mitochondrial membrane potential

Integrity of mitochondrial membrane was assessed by measuring the mitochondrial membrane potential ($\Delta\psi_m$) by flow cytometry using the aggregate-forming lipophilic cation JC-1 as a substrate. After eliminating small (ie, noncellular) debris, 50,000 events were collected for each analysis. Results are expressed either as the mean aggregate fluorescence alone (red).

2.8. Cytochrome C release and caspase activity

Migration of cytochrome c into the cytosol is a measure of mitochondrial membrane injury. To obtain cytosolic fractions, lamina propria-derived CD+ cells were washed twice in ice-cold PBS, resuspended in cold buffer (1.28 M NaCl, 50.0 mM KCl, 50.0 mM MgSO$_4$, 13.0 mM CaCl$_2$, 0.5 M HEPES, 1.0 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10% vol 2.5 M sucrose, 10.0 mM 1,4-dithiothreitol, 1.0 mM reduced glutathione, and 1% glycerol) and homogenized mechanically. The total cellular extract was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 3 minutes at 4°C and the cytosolic supernatant recovered and analyzed for the presence of cytochrome C by Cytochrome c Oxidase Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich; Milan, Italy).
Caspase 3, 8 and 9 activity was measured by a specific caspase fluorometric protease assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions (ApoAlert; Clontech, Palo Alto, CA).

2.9. Statistical analysis

All values are expressed as the mean ± SE of n mice per group. Comparisons of more than 2 groups were made with a 1-way analysis of variance with post hoc Tukey tests. Differences were considered statistically significant if P was <0.05.
3. Results

3.1. Anti-Inflammatory effects of E-GS in a Th1-mediated model of colitis

Murine TNBS colitis is thought to be a model of Th1-mediated disease with dense infiltrations of lymphocytes/macrophages in the lamina propria and thickening of the colon wall [28-31]. In order to assess whether GS could exert immune-modulatory activity, mice administered TNBS were treated with E-GS and Z-GS at the dose of 30 mg/kg/day for 5 days. The results of these experiments demonstrate that administration of E-GS effectively attenuates colitis development as measured by assessing local and systemic signs of inflammation. Thus E-GS effectively protected against development of the wasting disease (Figure 1D) (n=8-10, P< 0.05), and appearance and severity of diarrhea measured as a fecal-score, but also attenuated the macroscopic- and microscopic-damage scores (Figure 1A-B-C-E) (n=8-10, P< 0.05 versus TNBS group). In contrast to E-GS, its stereoisomer was significantly less effective. Figure 1F illustrates a representative image of histophatological analysis. Compared with colons of mice given vehicle alone, colons obtained from mice administered TNBS show an extensive cellular infiltrate, submucosal edema, and large areas of epithelial erosion that were reduced by E-GS treatment. Furthermore, the E-GS treatment (30 mg/kg) significantly attenuated the TNBS-induced increase of expression colonic expression of inflammatory and immune mediators including INFγ, IL-2, IL-6, TNFα and TGFβ (Figure 2) (n=5, P< 0.05). The effect exerted by E-GS was dose-dependent and was lost in animal administered E-GS at the dose of 5 and 15 mg/kg/day (supplementary figure 1, on line).

3.2. Anti-Inflammatory effects of E-GS in Th2 model of IBD

We have then assessed whether protection exerted by GS against colitis development was maintained in a model of Th2 mediated disease. For this purpose we used the oxazolone model of colitis, a model of colon inflammation that shows similarities with human UC [31-33]. Administering oxazolone-treated mice with E-GS (30 mg/kg) effectively protected against the development of wasting disease and attenuated colon inflammation as measured by assessing
the macroscopic and microscopic scores and neutrophil infiltration (figure 3A-B-C-D-E) (n=8-10, P< 0.05). In contrast to the E-GS, Z-GS (30 mg/kg) exerted no protective effect also in the oxazolone model (Figure 2 A-B-C-D-E) (n=8-10, P< 0.05). In addition, E-GS treatment effectively reduced the expression of pro-inflammatory genes IL-2, IL-4, IL-6 and TNFα in the colon of oxazolone treated mice (n=5, P< 0.05).

3.3. E-GS and Innate immunity model of IBD

Because E-GS administration reduced immune-cellular infiltration in the lamina propria of balb/c mice, experiments were carried out to further define the immune compartment mediating E-GS actions in vivo. For this purpose, we tested E-GS (30 mg/kg) in T and B cell-deficient SCID mice, in which innate immune cells provide important triggers for TNBS colitis [34]. SCID mice developed TNBS colitis as illustrated in Figure 3, but, in this experimental model, E-GS was unable to revert local and systemic signs of inflammation caused by TNBS administration. These findings suggest that E-GS, at least partially, acts directly on cells of adaptive immunity in vivo.

3.4. E-GS attenuates activation of lamina propria CD4+ cells

Because results from SCID mice suggest that GSs might act on cells of adaptive immunity we have then carried out a series of ex vivo experiments to investigate the functional effects of GSs on lamina propria-derived T cells obtained from mice treated with TNBS or oxazolone. Exposure to these chemical agents results in a T cell polarization and generation of CD4+ cell clones with a Th1 or Th2 profile. Exposure of TNBS-primed CD4+ cells to E-GS (10 μM) attenuated IL-2 and INFγ production caused by anti-CD3 and anti-CD28. In addition, E-GS effectively inhibited IL-2 and IL-4 production by oxazolone-primed cells exposed to the same mixture of activating antibodies (Figure 3A-B-D-E) (n=3, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). Furthermore, E-GS, effectively inhibited proliferation of lamina propria derived CD4+ T cells in both models (Figure 9C-F) (n=3, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). In all these experimental settings Z-GS was less effective than its stereoisomer.
3.5. In Vitro Effect of GS in lamina propria CD4+ cells signalling

The principal intracellular pathway involved in T-cells activation by T cell receptor crosslinking includes JNKs, p38MAPK and Akt/PKB [35-37]. Thus we have investigated whether GS (100-10 μM) modulates the phosphorylation of p(Thr183/Tyr185)JNKs, p(ser473)AKT and p(Tyr180/182)p38MAPK induced by CD3-CD28 stimulation of lamina propria-derived CD4+ cells obtained from mice treated with TNBS. Figure 5A illustrate that CD3-CD28 induced a 3-5 folds increase of pJNKs. A robust induction of this pattern of phosphorylation was found in cell exposed to GS sterosiomers (100 μM) (n=3, P< 0.05). Subsequent to dysregulation of JNKs we also observed a p38MAPK hyperphosphorilation that increased progressively until 3 hours (n=3, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). GS-stereisomers at lower doses (10 μM) had no effect on pJNKs/p38MAPK levels. In addition we found that p(ser473)AKT phosphorylation was markedly inhibited by exposure to Z-GS, 10 and 100 μM, (Figure 5) (n=3, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). The total quantity of JNKs, AKT and p38MAPK did not change in the indicated time frame (data not shown).

3.6. GS drives lamina propria CD4+ T cells to apoptosis.

We have next investigated whether in addition to its immune-modulatory activity GSs drive lamina propria derived CD4+ cells to apoptosis. For this purpose lamina propria-derived CD4+ cells stimulated with CD3/CD28 agonistic antibodies were treated with two different doses of GS, 10 and 100 μM for a different amount of time (6-12-24 hours). As shown in Figure 6A, both GS stereoisomers at dose of 100 μM caused a time-dependent apoptosis of CD4+ cells (figure 6A) (n=5, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group), with E-GS being more effective in comparison with Z-GS (n=6, P< 0.05). Again insight on the mechanism mediating the pro-apoptotic activity of GSs we have then measured a number of intracellular mediator of apoptosis in TNBS-primed CD4+ cells exposed to CD3/CD28 agonistic in the presence of GS stereoisomers. As illustrated in Figure 6, exposure to these stereoisomers significantly increased ROI generation and mitochondrial dysfunction as measured by assessing mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm)
and the transition of Cyt C from the mitochondria to the cytosol. Experiments shown in Figure 6 demonstrate that while GS at low dose has no effect on $\Delta \psi_m$ in lamina propria CD4+ cells stimulated with CD3-CD28, both stereoisomers caused $\Delta \psi_m$ collapse. This effect associated with transition of Cyt C from mitochondria to cytosol (n=6, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). Again E-GS was more efficacious than Z-GS (n=6, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). In addition exposure to GS, high concentrations, resulted in a robust induction of caspase-3, 8 and 9 activity (Figure 6B,C) (n=6, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 group). These data indicated GS activates both the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis pathway but E-GS was more efficacious inducing mitochondrial damage. The pro-apototic effect of GS on CD4+ cells was reversed by exposing lamina-propria derived T cells to SP600125 (1 μM) a JNKs inhibitor (n=6, P< 0.05 versus CD3-CD28 plus GSs).

3.7. Comparative effects of E-GS and prednisolone in TNBS induced colitis.

Steroid are commonly used in the treatment of IBD, we have therefore compared the effect of E-GS with that of a commonly used steroid, prednisolone, in the prevention of development of colitis induced by TNBS. For this purpose, we have used a dose of prednisolone of 10 mg/kg previously shown to be effective in protecting mice from colitis induced by TNBS. As shown in figure 7, protection exerted by E-GS (30 mg/kg) was similar to that seen in animals administered prednisolone at the dose of 10 mg/kg (P<0.05 versus TNBS alone for both treatments). The two treatments exerted the same protective activity against systemic and local signs of inflammation caused by TNBS.
4. Discussion

Identification of active principles and their molecular targets from traditional medicine is an important opportunity for modern medicine. The gum resin from Commiphora mukul has been used for centuries in Ayurvedic medicine to treat a number of inflammatory disorders. GS has been identified as one of the major active components of this gum resin [20-25]. Modulation of gene expression by GS leads to inhibition of cell proliferation, induction of apoptosis, suppression of invasion and abrogation of angiogenesis [20-25]. Evidence has been provided to suggest that GS is also effective in attenuating tumor cell growth and metastasis [38].

A previous work [39] has demonstrated that GS exerts a protective effect in a model of colon inflammation induced in mice by oral administration of dextran sulfate sodium (DSS). Mechanistic studies carried out to explain the protective effects have shown that GS inhibits ICAM-1 gene expression induced by bacterial endotoxin and IL-1β-induced through a mechanism that involves inhibition of NF-kappaB transcriptional activity, IkappaB phosphorylation/degradation and NF-kappaB DNA binding activity in intestinal epithelial cells line [39]. However, since it is generally believed that DSS is directly toxic to gut epithelial cells and affects the integrity of the mucosal barrier this model is not suitable for investigating the role of effector T cells, the main mechanism involved in tissue destruction in IBD. The fact that T- and B-cell-deficient C.B-17scid or Rag1−/− mice still develop intestinal inflammation when challenged with DSS support the notion that the adaptive immune system plays a minor role (at least in the acute phase) in this model [40].

Intestinal inflammation induced by TNBS and oxazolone are two immunologically mediated models of IBD. In the TNBS model, inflammation and a T-cell-mediated immune dysfunction develop in response to the exposure to hapten-modified autologous proteins/luminal antigens [31]. Using this model we provided evidence that E-GS protects mice against development of sign and symptoms of colon inflammation. Thus administering mice with E-GS, 15 and 30 mg/kg, effectively attenuated the severity of wasting disease and the fecal
score and colon inflammation as assessed by measuring the macroscopic- and microscopic-damage scores. By striking contrast, administration Z-GS at the dose of 30 mg/kg failed to ameliorate colon inflammation. Furthermore, while E-GS treatment significantly attenuated the TNBS-induced increase of expression of INFγ, IL-2, IL-6, TNFα and TGFβ mRNAs in the colon, these effects were not reproduced by Z-GS.

Rectal administration of oxazolone allows to study the contribution of the Th2-dependent immune response to intestinal inflammation. E-GS was effective in reducing inflammation induced by oxazolone and reduced systemic and local signs of inflammation including the severity of wasting disease and the colon macroscopic and microscopic scores. This effect was accompanied by a robust attenuation of neutrophil infiltration and tissue expression of proinflammatory cytokines. Again, Z-GS was less effective than its stereoisomer in treating this condition.

To define the immune compartment mediating the effect of GS in vivo, we have then tested the effect of GS in a model of colitis induced by TNBS administration to T and B cell depleted SCID mice. Of outstanding interest we found that, in comparison to control mice, E-GS at the dose of 30 mg/kg was only partially effective in reducing inflammation (weight loss score, stool consistency score and mucosal damage score) induced by TNBS administration to SCID mice, strongly suggesting that T (or B) cells could be a target for this agent.

CD4+ T lymphocytes mediate a key component of the intestinal mucosal immune defence against pathogens [10]. To gain insights on the mechanisms mediating the anti-inflammatory activity of GS we have therefore tested its effects on effector functions of CD4+ cells purified from the intestinal lamina propria. Results of these in vitro studies demonstrated that exposure to E-GS causes T cell apoptosis and inhibits T-cells proliferation induced by co-incubation with a mixture of anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 activating antibodies.

T cell receptor stimulation by anti-CD3 activates a family of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), that are serine/threonine kinases, that include Jun NH2-terminal kinases (JNKs) and p38MAPK [36]. While T cell receptor activation by anti-CD3 agonist mAb drives T cell to apoptosis, co-stimulation by
CD28 agonistic antibody recruits phosphatidyl-inositol-3-kinase (PI3K) inducing the downstream phosphorylation of serine/threonine of Akt/PKB molecule, an event that leads to CD4+ cell activation [37]. Previous works [41-43] indicated that activation of JNKs1/2 and p38MAPK and inhibition of AKT/PKB were biomarkers of GS response in cancer cell lines. In the present study we have provided evidence that exposure of lamina propria-derived CD4+ cells to E-GS resulted in a fine tuning of these phosphorylation/activating pathways. Thus while exposure to GS results in hyperphosphorylation of Thr183/Tyr185 of JNKs1/2 and Tyr180/182 of p38MAPK, p(ser473)AKT phosphorylation caused by CD3/CD28 was significantly inhibited. The net effects resulting from these biochemical changes induced by exposure of lamina propria CD4+ to GS could support the observed the induction of apoptosis. This effect was also associated with an increased of ROI generation, mitochondrial membrane depolarization and release of CytC from damaged mitochondria. Activation of the ERK pathway typically confers growth and survival responses, while p38 and JNKs may promote cell death so that the cellular fate in response to any stimulus is a function of the relative levels of activation of each MAPK [44]. The importance of the kinetics of JNKs activation in the induction of apoptosis in T cells is further underscored by the finding that transient JNKs activation by CD3/CD28 co-ligation does not lead to apoptosis whereas a prolonged activation induced by stress stimuli (UV, γ-irradiation, anisomycin, H$_2$O$_2$ and TNFα), mediates the activation of both the extrinsic and intrinsic pathway of apoptosis [45-47]. A number of results suggest that GS targets mitochondria to trigger ROI generation, which is highly likely because JNKs1/2 activation and apoptosis induction by this agent are significantly attenuated by overexpression of intramitochondrial Mn-SOD [41,48]. Support to the role JNKs in this model of apoptosis were provided also by experiments with SP600125, a JNKs inhibitor. Thus exposure to this agent reverted apoptosis induced by GS-stereoisomers.

In addition to inhibition of JNKs, exposure of lamina propria-derived T cells to E-GS caused a robust inhibition of p(ser473)AKT phosphorylation. In T cells Akt activation/phosphorylation requires stimulation of both TCR and CD28 [49]. There is considerable evidence that Akt is an important mediator of T cells survival, thus
its inhibition might contribute to the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic activities of GS in lamina propria-derived T cells [50]. CD28 co-stimulation and AKT activation is also important for IL-2 and IFN-γ generation by Th1 polarized T cells, and therefore it might also contribute to attenuation of T cell function, documented in this report [51,52].

T helper cells derived from the lamina propria of mice exposed for 5 days to TNBS or oxazolone, develop a phenotype with a Th1 or Th2 profile. We have demonstrated ex vivo exposure of these cells to E-GS inhibited IL-2 and INFγ production by CD4+ T cells obtained from TNBS treated mice, and IL-2 and IL-4 production by CD4+ T cells obtained from oxazolone treated mice. In both cell subtypes exposure to GS inhibited cells proliferation.

Several of the biological effects exerted by GSs on T cells effector function require a concentration of these stero-isomers of approximately 10 µM. Despite the pharmacokinetic of GSs is only partially known, a study performed in rats has shown that 50 mg/kg bodyweight oral application of GSs resulted in peak plasma concentrations of 3.2 μM [53]. Because we have administered GS systemically by intraperitoneal injection at the dose of 30 mg/kg, it is likely that GS concentrations used for in vitro studies may reasonably match the plasma concentrations reached in our in vivo experiments.

Here we have compared the pharmacological effects of E-GS with that of prednisolone, a commonly used steroid [4]. Steroid represent the front-line therapy of IBD, however their use associates with endocrine and metabolic side-effects that are dose-dependent and related to the length of treatment [4]. Here we have provided evidence that in a pre-clinical model of IBD, E-GS gives approximately the same protection of a fairly high dose of prednisolone [4,34,54,55]. In contrast to steroids, side effects of GSs are uncommon, although it is reported that skin reaction develop in approximately 15% of patients taking a dose of 75-150 mg/day of the compound [56].

In summary, we have provided evidence that GSs exerts anti-inflammatory activities in mouse models of colitis by targeting, among other mechanisms, lamina propria T cells. On the light that therapeutic approaches inhibiting T cell proliferation such as glucocorticoids, azathioprine/6-MP and anti-TNF-α antibodies
are effectively used to treat CD and UC, our results support the notion that GSs might be added to list of compounds that have utility in the treatment of IBD.
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Figure Legends:

Figure 1: Early administration of E-GS (30 mg/kg) protects against the development of TNBS-induced colitis in mice. Colitis was induced by intrarectal instillation of 1 mg of TNBS per mouse, and animals were killed 5 days after TNBS administration. GS-stereoisomers were administered intraperitoneally daily for 5 days, starting at the same time of intrarectal instillation of TNBS. (A and B) The severity of TNBS-induced inflammation (wasting disease and fecal score) is reduced by E-GS administration. Data represent the mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs TNBS. (C and D) E-GS protects against local signs of inflammation and protects against the increase of macroscopic-microscopic score induced by intrarectal instillation of TNBS. Data represent the mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group. #P < .05 vs TNBS plus vehicle group. (E) Histologic analysis of colon samples obtained from mice sacrificed 5 days after TNBS. Original magnification 10×, H&E staining. TNBS administration causes colon wall thickening and massive inflammatory infiltration in the lamina propria. Administering TNBS mice with E-GS (30 mg/kg) attenuates colon thickening and inflammatory infiltration of the mucosa and submucosa. (F) Structure of GS E and Z. (G) Reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis of expression of inflammatory mediators in colons obtained 5 days after administration of TNBS alone or in combination with GS-stereoisomers. Data represent the mean ± SE of 5 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs TNBS plus vehicle group.

Figure 2: Early administration of E-GS protects against the development of oxazolone-induced colitis in mice. Colitis was induced by intrarectal instillation of 1.5 mg of oxazolone and animals were sacrificed 5 days later. GS-stereoisomers were administered intraperitoneally at the dose of 30 mg/kg/day for 5 days, starting at the same time of intrarectal instillation of oxazolone. (A and B) E-GS protects against development of wasting disease and fecal score induced by oxazolone. (C and D) E-GS and Z-GS administration attenuates the severity of oxazolone-induced inflammation (macroscopic-microscopic score). Data
represent the mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs oxazolone. (E) Histological analysis (original magnification 10×, H&E staining) of the colon harvested 5 days after oxazolone administration with or without treatment with GS-stereoisomers. Oxazolone administration alone causes a massive inflammatory infiltration in the subepithelial layer and epithelial cell necrosis. These effects were attenuated by administration of GS stereoisomers (F) Administration of GS-stereoisomers (30 mg/kg) attenuates increases of inflammatory mediators caused by oxazolone. Colon specimens were harvested from mice sacrificed 5 days after oxazolone administration. Data represent the mean ± SE of 5 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs Oxazolone plus vehicle group.

Figure 3: Development of TNBS-induced colitis does not require T and B lymphocytes. SCID mice were treated with 1 mg/mouse of TNBS alone or in combination with E-GS (30 mg/kg) for 5 days. (A, B and C) E-GS 30 mg/kg failed to protect against development of wasting disease and diarrhea and was of limited efficacy on colon macroscopic injury induced by intrarectal instillation of TNBS. Data represent the mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group.

Figure 4: Effects of GS-stereoisomers on CD4+ lamina propria cells obtained from mice administered 5 TNBS or oxazolone. (A, B and C) Th1 profile: production of IL-2 and INFγ and proliferation of lamina propria CD4+ cells obtained from mice administered TNBS and stimulated ex vivo with CD3-CD28 mAbs alone or in combination with GS-stereoisomers (10 μM). (D, E and F) Th2 profile: production of IL-2 and IL-4 and proliferation of lamina propria CD4+ cells obtained from mice administered oxazolone and stimulated ex vivo with CD3-CD28 mAbs alone or in combination with GS-stereoisomers (10μM). Data represent the mean ± SE of 4 experiments. *P < 0.05 vs CD3-CD28 group; #P < 0.05 vs CD3-CD28 plus Z-GS 10μM group.

Figure 5: Effect of GS stereoisomers on CD3-CD28 induced phosphorylation of p38MAPK, JNKs and AKT lamina propria CD4+ cells obtained from colon mice treated with TNBS. GS (100-10 μM) modified cell signalling transduction pathway,
at high dose induced hyper-phosphorylation of p38MAPK and JNKs and inhibited AKT activation, whereas E-GS at 10 μM maintained its ability to prevent AKT phosphorylation. (A) p(Thr183/Tyr185)JNKs levels. (B) p(Tyr180/182)p38MAPK levels. (C) p(ser473)AKT levels. Data represent the mean ± SE of 3 experiments. *P < 0.05 vs CD3-CD28 group; #P < 0.05 vs CD3-CD28 plus Z-GS 100 μM group.

Figure 6: GS-stereoisomers induce apoptosis of lamina propria-derived CD4+ cells. (A) Time course of apoptosis, lamina propria CD4+ T cells were stained with propidium iodide, and analyzed by flow cytometer. Data represent the mean ± SE of 6 experiments. (B) Time course of ROI production, lamina propria CD4+ T cells were stained with H2DCFDA, and analyzed by flow cytometer. Data represent the mean ± SE of 6 experiments. (C) Time course membrane potential(ΔΨm), lamina propria CD4+ T cells were stained with the fluorescent dye JC-1, and analyzed by flow cytometer. Data represent the mean ± SE of 6 experiments. (D) Release of CytC by lamina propria CD4+ T cells after 12 hour of incubation with CD3-CD28 alone or in combination with GS-stereoisomers. Data represent the mean ± SE of 6 experiments. (E) GS at 100μM induced both extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis pathway but E-GS was more efficacious to induce mitochondrial damage as demonstrated by major caspase-9 activation and subsequently a robust induction of caspase-3 compared to Z-GS. Data represent the mean ± SE of 4 experiments. (F) Induction of apoptosis by GS-stereoisomers is mediated by activation of JNKs. Pre-treatment of lamina propria CD4+ cells with the JNKs inhibitor, SP600125, attenuates apoptosis induced by GSs. Data represent the mean ± SE of 6 experiments. *P < 0.05 vs CD3-CD28 alone; #P < 0.05 vs GS stereoisomers.

Figure 7. Early administration of E-GS (30 mg/kg) and prednisolone (10 mg/kg) protects against development of TNBS-induced colitis in mice. Colitis was induced by intrarectal instillation of 1 mg of TNBS per mouse, and animals were killed 5 days after TNBS administration. E-GS and predinisolone were administered intraperitoneally daily for 5 days, starting at the same time of intrarectal instillation of TNBS. (A and B) The severity of TNBS-induced inflammation (wasting disease and fecal score) was reduced by pharmacological treatments. Data represent the
mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs TNBS. (C and D) E-GS (30 mg/kg) and prednisolone (10 mg/kg) protects against local signs of inflammation and protects against the increase of macroscopic-score and myeloperoxidase activity (MPO) induced by intrarectal instillation of TNBS. Data represent the mean ± SE of 8–10 mice per group. #P < 0.05 vs TNBS plus vehicle group.
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Figure 7
Guggulsterone is a plant sterol that exerts immunomodulatory activities in rodent models of T-cell-induced colitis. Guggulsterone directly modulates intracellular pathways in intestinal CD4+ cells.